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War, Peace Talks And More War

w

By The Associated Press
President Johnson said Thursday that while America still hopes
for peace through the Paris negotiations, "We shall not be defeated on the battlefield while the
talks go on."
f
The President's public notice
to Hanoi, In brief remarks honoring the heroes of Khe Sanh,
came as U.S.-North Vietnamese
envoys at the French capital headed Into their third week of discussions In apparent deadlock.
An accompanying administration
. warning to the American people
1
to brace for a protracted period
of hard fighting-while-talking was
delivered by Secretary of Defense
Clark M. Clifford In asking a
Senate appropriations subcommittee for nearly $80 billion for
the U.S. armed services next year.
With North Vietnam Infiltrating
I: men and supplies Into the south
instead of cutting back in response

to Johnson's March 31 bombing
curtailment, "more hard fighting
undoubtedly lies ahead," Clifford
testified.
He added:"Thesedevelopments,
while disappointing, should not be
surprising. The North Vietnamese
have consistently stated that their
Intention was to fight and negotiate,
and we must be prepared, both
physically and psychologically, to
do the same."
Peace Talks

Britain advocated the U.S. posltltlon in the Paris peace talks to
the Soviet Union Thursday, the
Russians advocated the North Vietnamese position, and no progress
emerged from a meeting of the
co-chairmen of the Geneva peace
conference machinery.
British Foreign Secretary Michael Stewart and Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei A. Gromyko failed

to find anything to be done as
co-chairmen of the rusty Geneva
machinery for the Vietnam area,
Informants reported.
Their 1 3/4 hour formal discussion of Vietnam, followed by inform^ dinner talks, did not produce any proposal for reconvening a broad Geneva-type peace
conference to replace the deadlocked Paris negotiations.
Echoing the U.S. position in
Paris, Stewart urged on Gromyko
the Importance of some lnentlfiable sign of military restraint by
Hanoi which would enable the
United States to proceed to an

unconditional cessation of bombing.
Gromyko replied'wlth the North
Vietnamese view: that the United
States must proceed at once to
an unconditional cessation before
anything else can be discussed.
Gromyko was understood to have
termed the American position unjustified.
It took a month for the two
sides in Korea to agree even on
what they would talk about, and
two years to wrangle about the
meaning of almost every word
which passed between them.
Americans here shudder when

they recall the Korean experience.
The pattern of Communist negotiation developing In Paris seems
all too familiar.
The conversations here do not
resume until Monday. In the Interim the U.S. team will be In
touch with Washington andSouth
Vietnam. But there is unlikely
to be a break In the meeting until
and unless it gets by the bombing
hurdle.
In that case, it could
pass on to political aspects of a
prospective settlement, and this
would require broadening the talks
(Continued on Page 4)
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Council Acts On Disturbances

Voting Precincts Passed
By JIM MARINO
Editorial Editor
BRUCE LARRICK
Asst. Editorial Editor
Student Council authorized its
elections board yesterday to divide
the University into 18 voting precincts for more convenient means
of balloting In campus-wide elections.
The resolution, sponsored by
Joyce Jennings, elections board
chairman, and Sarah Ross, student
body secretary, asked for precinct

Lieb Receives
STUDENT COUNCIL IN SESSION

Tryouts Set Monday
For Plans In Fa
Auditions for the first two University Theatre productions to be
presented in the fall will be held
Monday at 7 in 105 llanna.
The first production, "S low
• Dance On the Killing Ground" by
William Hanley, will be directed
by Mr. Allen White, Instructor
in speech. It is scheduled for production in the middle of October.
The second play next season will
be Shakespeare's "Measure for

Paulsen Talk,
Skit, Highlights
Of Breakfast
'■ ,

A farewell speech to the senior
worn »n given by Dean Fayetta Paulsen, and a skit given by the Senior members of Cap and Gown,
the women's senior honorary organization, will highlight the Senior Breakfast tomorrow at 10 a.m.
in the Grand Ballroom.
,
Wllm.i J. Pokorny, senior in the
iCollege of Education, will serve
as toastmlstress of the event.
Women graduating In June, first
quarter or second quarter of next
year are Invited to the breakfast.
Any woman who la eligible to
attend who has not received an
,, invitation to the ereat can coo• tact Marilyn J. Love at »• Alpha Gamma Delta novae, extension
3392.

Measure," directed by Dr. Charles Boughton, associate professor
In speech. It is scheduled for the
last week In October.
"Slow Dance on the Killing
Ground" is a contemporary American play dealing with the human fears and anxieties of three
characters representing different
points of view. The setting Is a
New York candy store managed
by a sixty-five year old Germ.uiJew. An eighteen year old Negro
boy an1 a girl of nineteen make
up the rest of the cast. All three
roles offer excellent acting challenges.
"Measure for Measure" Is one
of Shakespeare's problem plays.
It concerns the relationship between justice and mercy in regulating human behavior. The play
combines bitter Irony with broad
comedy in dealing with problem:) of
ethics.
Alarge cast is needed. There
are 12 to 16 roles for m<sn and
six roles for women. None of these
Is as extensive as the roles of
the protagonists in the major tragedies.
"Measure for Measure" might
be described as the tragl-comedy
of a trial of social subgroups.
Each role is a challenging one,
offering many opportunities to create complex characters em!»dylng
contrasting ethical standards, both
In the realm of comsdy anl serious drama.

Bonk, Marketing
Relations Award
William E. Lieb, Instructor In
marketing, has been awarded a
scholarship to attend the School
of Bank Public Relations and Marketing at Northwestern University.
He is one of two University faculty members chosen
from
vhroughout the United States to
receive the scholarship which will
be held next month.
The scholarship award was received from Ernest G. Gerhart,
Jr., director of the School of Bank
Public Relations and Marketing.
The program Is Important to banking as a whole with the objectives being to improve relationships
between the academic community,
the association, and the fle'd of
banking.
Mr. Lieb Is presently serving
on the full-time University faculty
and is enrolled In the doctoral
program at Ohio State University
where he Is working on his Ph. D.
In Business with majors in marketing and finance.
He received a Bachelor of Science degree In Marketing from
St. Joseph's College, Rennsalaer,
Indiana in 1963 and a Master
of Business Adm'nlstratlon degree
from Indiana University, Bloomlngton, Indiana in 1965. WhUe at
Indiana University he served a
graduate asslstantshlp In business
communications.
Prior to coming to Bowling
Green State University, Mr. Lieb
was a member of the faculty of
Wittenberg University, Springfield, Ohio for two years. He also
served on the part-time faculty of
Wright State University under the
auspices of Miami State University.
Mr. Lieb and his wife, Renee,
are the parents of a daughter
and a son.

representation by living unit. Polling places would then be at: Harshman (each unit), Krelscher (each
unit), Fraternity How, Sorority
Row, Conklln, Kohl, Rodgers,
Founders, McDonald, Prout, and
In - town and out - of - town commuters.
Each precinct, the resolution
detailed, would establish Its own
elections board, then notify the
chairman of the Student Body elections board of those representatives In the Fall quarter.
Precinct boards would conduct
all unlverslty-wlde and local elections within their units.
Other Council action found mem bers passing a "freedom of expression" resolution, sponsored
by Mary Harris, Dunbar rep.,
by a vote of 28-1. This legislation resolved that Council demand
police protection for all legal demonstrations here, and asked an
impartial committee of students,
administrators and faculty be established to observe such demonstrations.
The committee would look for
violations of the Constitutional
rights of participants.
Lee McClelland, student body
vice president, termed the legislative processes Involved in
changing the student body organization, "cumbersome and slow."
He sponsored a resolution allowing Council's executive committee
to make structural changes In the
student body organization until detailed guidelines on procedures can
be formulated through a convention. This passed, 32-2.
Also passed by Council was a
resolution requesting one dollar
per quarter from each student's
incidental fees for Council's budget.
The bill was tabled last week
as there was no Council budget
breakdown available. Treasurer
Ted Arneault presented an unofficial budget request of $26,000
for next year.
The budget was broken down
Into five areas: student book
exchange, miscellaneous fund, student body boards, Ohio Confederation, travel and commiinications.
Presently the operating budget
for Council is $6,000, approximately fifty cents from each student's incidental fees for the entire year.
Llcate explained the large budget Increase request by pointing
out the planned increase In Student Council sponsored activities
next year.
In members' and constituents'
time, Commuter Representative Al
Baldwin criticized student repres-

entatives for what he called "disturbing" behavior.
"While 50 students were standing In front of President Jerome's
house Tuesday night, certain student representatives were playing
paddle ball at the house.
"They Ignored their constituents
and continued to play when they
should have made an attempt to
mediate the 'ROTC Review' situation or at least talk to the
students."
Also during members and constituents time, James Coifman,
sophomore In the College of Liberal Arts, called for a Council
resolution demanding Dean of
resolution demanding Dean of
Men Wallace W. Taylor and Dean
of Students Raymond C. Whlttaker
be suspended from their positions.
Coffm.in also requested Council
censure President William T. Jerome HI and set up a studentfaculty committee for reviewing
future actions of campus security.
"I am requesting this because
of highly questionable actions by
these three administrators and
the campus police during Tuesday' s disturbance," Coffmin
stated.
In final Council action a majority vote on a resolution commended the B-G News for Its
coverage of Tuesday's ROTC Review and its surrounding incidents.

Meeting Tonight
Set To Organize
Sunday's March
An organizational meeting for
Bowling Green's version of the
Poor People's March will be held
tonight at 7 in the Alumni Room
of the Union.
The purpose of the meeting, according to David Bethaney, graduate In education, will be "to orient the public as to what will
go on in Sunday's march and to
explain the purpose of our marching."
Bethaney went on to explain that
"this Is not a march for black
people alone—it's for poor people
regardless of race, color or creed.
We must bring to the conscience
of the people the poverty confronting our nation.''
The march Is slated to begin
Sunday at 1:15 p.m. from the Ice
Arena parking lot. Those interested in Joining may contact the
following persons: Bethaney at
352-0104; Roger G. Schm'dt, 3521981; or Sandy Route and Robin
Trussell at ext. 3001.

-The B-G News, Friday, May 24, 1968
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"They May Be Messages From Higher Civilizations
'They Don't Contain Any Commercials"

Faculty Column

S*

ly Allti Y. Wiley 3
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editorial
Talks That Worked
All the good that can come out of a discussion between two
differing parties wus evident when representatives from Darrow
and Conklin halls met with Administrative officials Tuesday.
The difference was over dormitory visitation policy. No one
went to the meeting with the idea of proving themselves right
and the other party wrong. They went to the meeting to figure
out a compromise solution, and that's what happened.
The administration officials admitted they suffered from a
lack of communication with the dormitories and even among
themselves. They reinstated Conklin's open house policy as it
was before. They also allowed Darrow to try a similar policy
on a trial basis.
The students, who felt they had a legitimate grievance, worked
through the channels open to them. They did not try to show
the administration was all wrong; they decided to talk it over
first.
Communication between administrators and students at Howling
Green is becoming more and more important every year. It is
increasingly necessary for productive discussion of this sort to
take place.
Dr. Bond, Dean Taylor, Dean Whittaker, Dean Paulsen and the
men of Darrow and Conklin are to be congratulated for displaying
cool-headedness in a tense situation.
They proved that talking can work.

The B-G News is published Tuesdays thru Fridays during the regular school
year, except holiday periods, and once a week during summer sessions, under
authority of the Publications Committee of Bowling Green State University.
Opinions expressed in editorials, editorial cartoons or other columns in the
News do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the University Administration,
faculty or staff or the State of Ohio. Opinions expressed by columnists do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the B-G News. Editorials in the News reflect the opinions of the majority of members of the B-G News Editori al Board.

If the rate at which firearms are
now selling Is any Indication, we
may be confronted with worsening
of the sniper problem before 1968
passes Into history. This underscores the supreme Importance of
Involving the largest possible number of persons In efforts to understand the basic causes of the present crisis and to seek effective
ways of dealing with It. A serious
obstacle to progress here Is the
fact that too many of us, even at
advanced levels of educational
training, are handicapped by emotional roadblocks to objective
thinking.
Words of wisdom from an early
Christian leader seem appropriate nere. "Be not overcome of
evil, but overcome evil with good."
Like the Golden Rule, this directive points the way toward activities which could alter the world
almost beyond recognition If only
we could get beyond paying mere
lip service to the principles Involved.
If heaven Is not reached by a
single bound, neither Is hell, and
people seldom, If ever, change
from upright citizens to murderers and assassins overnight.
Therefore we need to trace the
murderous Impulse back to Its
source, and seek to understand
the steps In Its development, since
most scientifically trained persons
reject the idea that things happen
without cause.
Economists are almost universally committed to advocating what
they call "round-about methods
of production," as being vastly
superior to direct action. This
approach may also be regarded
as having moral Implications.
The sniper mentality is at least
partly rooted in the notion that
one should take whatever he wants
and summarily destroy whatever
he dislikes. The direct action of
destroying or snatching from
others things belonging to them is
certain to result In strife and violence. It should, for example, be
abundantly clear that we can't all
live by picking each others' pockets, and it ought to be equally
clear that we cannot attain the
better life by murdering each
other.
Whenever parents encourage
children to think only of themselves
and not to rgard the satisfaction
of their wants as a socially cooperative enterprise, foundations are
being laid for future antisocial
conduct. There is substantial religious support for the view that
human beings contain within themselves a strange and mutually antagonistic mixture of constructive
and destructive Impulses, and that
giving free rein to the latter will
certainly bring disaster in its
train, that the assassin with an
itching finger on the trigger has
already murdered his own conscience.
When President Kennedy was
slain In Dallas, there were no compensatory benefits to anyone, and
least of all to the killer. Also no
enemy of the Confederacy could
have contrived a mare calamitous
blow than the one administered by
Booth, a pretended friend of the
south, when he shot Lincoln. When
an outstanding American leader,
winner of the Nobel Peace Prize.

Sniper Mentality
apostle of moderation and nonviolence, and sincere friend of all
racial groups, was laid low by an
assassin in Memphis, Irreparable
harm was done to the future prospects of both Negroes and whites.
Just as "big trees from little
acorns grow," so the decision to
assassinate does not spring spontaneously Into being, but rather
a product of germ/'nation and
growth over a period of years.
Undoubtedly the chain of events
leading up to sudden death for
two great Americans began long
ago in the early childhood of a pair
of assassins.
Development of
the killer syndrome attests the
failure of the home, the schools,
and society to emphasize the positive and to promote acceptable
personal values and standards of
conduct. It Is very saddening to
compare the tremendous effort and
the huge sums of money currently
being expended to promote a preference for one brand of merchandise over others with the significant reduction In activities designed to promote higher standards
of moral values.
Not so many years ago a large
percentage of the reading material
Intended for use by children, both
In and out of school, was strongly
moral In character. Today stories
with a moral are largely taboo,
and the courts have gone a long
way toward legislating Bible reading, prayer, and religious Instruction out of public education. At
the same time there is growing
emphasis upon violence in comic
books, TV programs, and other
media of communication.
As Christmas was approaching
a nine-year old boy took a hammer
and systematically destroyed
every one of his numerous toys,
declaring that It was time for a
new deal In bigger and better ones.
He did It after having heard now
an older neighbor boy had prepared the way for color TV by
cleverly sabotaging a black-andwhite receiver. The nine-year
old got rewarded for his aggressive action because his parents
thought It was cute, and because
they took it as an Indication that
he would be a real "go-getter"
when he grew up.
People are born with tremendous potentialities for good or
evil, for constructive or destructive conduct, for service or disservice to society and themselves.
A boy apprehended while removing
hub caps from oars and tossing
them into a nearby river replied,
when asked why he did It, "You
gotta do something for kicks."
Two young fellow, sentenced for
stealing cars and out on probation,
were caught slashing tires and
slicing up convertible tops. When
their probation officer Inquired
why they didn't give some serious
consideration to their own future,
one of them answered, "Future?
We ain't got no future but, oh
boy, what a past!"
Any owner of a building temporarily vacant, who falls to board
up the windows, Is likely to have
most of the glass broken by peo-

ple who have to do something "for
kicks." Some owners of BB guns
go around at night shooting at glass
In cars and buildings. Both tele-%
phones and plumbing fixtures have
been ripped from the walls on our
campus, presumable by students,
and about a year ago very substantial damage was done to plate
glass windows by persons armed
with slingshots and marbles.
Industrial sabotage goes on regularly In America, a particularly*
serious current example being the
slashing of telephone cables.
Trains have been wrecked both
for sabotage and for kicks. A
man from Denver blew up a whole
planeload of people for the purpose
of collecting Insurance on his
mother, but he collected a death^
sentence Instead.
The small child who has temper
tantrum;; and smashes things at
home, who throws his food onto the
floor, who starts fights, and wantonly Injures playmates without
any effective Intervention by parents or others is busily laying the
foundations for the sniper mental- i.
ity. Everything worthwhile in the
world today Is the product of dedicated constructive effort by millions of people with positive attitudes.
As long as the will to serve
humanity and respect the rights of
others predominates over destructive forces, civilizations will*
advance and flourish, but great
civilizations of the past collapsed
and faded away when destructive
forces gained the upper hand.
A student of mine once defined
right as anything that he wanted
to do, and wrong as anything to
which he was opposed. Others r
less frank seem to have adopted
this dangerous philosophy without
stating It explicitly.
The monumental stupidity of the
sniper attitude ought to be obvious
enough. If It's all right for a resentful teenager to smash windshields, what should he expect
when he gets to be a car owner >|
himself? If others have no rights
which you feel bound to recognize,
how can you expect any compunction on their part about violating
yours? If it was open season for
Oswald to take pot shots at the
President, why should he expect
immunity from Jack Ruby or anyone else with a sniper mentality?
One current theory about the
murder of Dr. King Is that an unscrupulous convict, who would do
anything for money, was hired to
pull the fatal trigger, and that he,
in turn, was "liquidated" shortly
thereafter to cover the trail of the
conspirators. If so, he was the >
recipient of the same kind of poetic justice meted out to Lee Harvey Oswald.
All achievements of master
thinkers and Innovators of all ages
will cease to have further significance unless we can find ways to
deal with the sniper mentality, and
to prevent It from becoming the *
"wave of the future." Otherwise those word emanating from
the disturbed mind of a young
parolee may become words of
destiny for us all, "We ain't got
no future but, oh boy, what a past!"
To paraphrase some oft-quoted
lines, "Ask not for whom the bell
tolls; It tolls for all mankind."

Don't Hang Your Hat On Those Rumors:
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By JIM MARINO
Editorial Editor
In light of all the fire and
fury raging over disturbances of
the "Presidential Review" here
Tuesday, I feel we've all been
made aware of one thing—before
the whole thing started there were
a hell of a lot of rumors floating around!

NEWS INTERPRETATION

:•:•

The News office had been flooded
with visits and phone calls from
people telling us of all the dramatic events that were to unfold in
the next several hours.
A rough guess would be that about
one per cent of those rumors came
true.

But let me explain what the rumors did.
They led to a team of reporters and photographers scurrying
to campus from Toledo and points
south. They led to the B-G News
contacting everyone It knew who
could carry a camera to cover
the pending '"action". They led
to larger-than-average crowds of
curious people, hoping to see
people mix It up, but not get Into
it themselves.
And, most important of all, they
now have led to the clouding of
the entire Incident so badly that
I don't think anyone—from the Faculty Senate Investigating committee to 007 could objectively
determine what actually did occur
May 21, 1968.

What were some rumors? Disrupting little tidbits, like: "Did
you hear some dean has asked
several fraternity men to act as
bouncers?" "There's 500 military policemen at the armory
downtown ready to bust things up."
"Peaceniks are gonna' sit in all
around the reviewing stand and not
let Jerome move off." "Some of
the ROTC cadets are gonna' throw
down their rifles as they march
by the stand, and walk off the
field."
Plus reports that all
kinds of criminal charges have
been, and/or are to be filed agalnst Just about everybody.
The News Is still sifting through
the rubble, trying to find more
"facts," a commodity surprisingly sparse here lately. So let's
try to squelch the rumors, huh?

i

,j
*'
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Letters From Our Readers

Q

Right To Peace
Regardless of one's views about
the moral propriety and wisdom
|' " of the Issues of Vietnam and ROTC
on campus—and the signers disagree substantially on these Issues
—we cannot help but be profoundly
dlstrubed about the Incidents surrounding the ROTC Review.
We do not condone verbal Interference or physical obstruction of
. university events. On the other
hand, peaceful demonstration and
debate Is a vital element of the
right to dissent, and physical harassment and verbal abuse of demonstrators or speakers violates
a major purpose of the university
as a social Institution—namely,
the reasoned confrontation of dlvergent points of view, however controversial and (I lstastef ul they
might be to some members of the
university community. While the
behavior of some of the demonstrators may have been provacatlve, we believe that the greater weight of moral condemnation
L clearly rests on those who set upon the protestors.
We would suggest that to prevent future occurences of this
nature, several guidelines might
prove useful to all parties Involved:
1. Maximum protection of demonstrators from physical hari assment.
2. Recognition that the democratic right of peaceful dissent,
Including counter-marching, picketing, and other symbolic acts of
protest, does not constitute a right
to hinder the orderly conduct of
university sponsored events.
David Rohrer
Dept. of Philosophy
Kathleen H. Merrlam
Dept. of Political Science
Roger C. Anderson
Larry A. Eberhardt
John G. Merrlam
Dept. of Political Science

Facing The Draft
As a graduating senior, I feel
that If anyone has a right to
protest the war In Viet Nam I
do. I am one of the Class of
* '68 that Is facing the draft this
summer. You might ask me how
I feel about the draft, my answer
to this Is quite simple: If called
upon to serve my country, I will
because as an American I back
America first.
Earlier this year I was thlnk, lng about getting a Job in Industry or going into leaching to avoid
the draft, but one of my professors gave me some very Rood
advice, he told me not to do anything that I would not ordinarily
do Just to get out of the draft.
Then he pointed out of the window
and told me to look at the land out
" there, he told me that a chunk
of It was mine and if called upon
It's my duty to defend it.
What happened here In BG
was quite simple, the love for
a flower was overshadowed by a
Man's love for his country.
Ron Dlelman
Alpha Sigma Phi

Cadet Sit-in
This letter Is in response to all
of those people who asked my reasons for participating In the sit'down whichoccured after the President' Review on May 21, 1968.
First let me say that these are
my views only. They do not reflect those of Detachment 620 or
Its officers or cadets.
Secondly, I neither condone nor
condemn the actions of those who
, did sit down and who took part in
the protest. The reason I sat
down Is simple. I was defending
their right to object and to congregate peacefully.
The Issue
they were protesting is lrrelevent; that their rights were violated
Is most relevent.
I%

*

It is for that reason that I
took such action as I thought nec-

essary In accordance with Amendment I of the Constitution which
reads: "Congress shall make no
law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech; or of the press;
or the right of people peaceably
to assemble, and to petition the
Government for a redress of
grievances." And for that reason
will I continue to defend, to my
death If necessary, their right to
dissent.
Cadet Leonard S. Estrln
ROTC

Simple Questions
Simple and to the point: What
is a university, but a place to ask
questions and seek answers? As
three graduating seniors, we have
but two questions to ask the administration and its flunkies —
(1) Where does moral Integrity
lie?
(2) Who are the real phonies?
Rita Dunlpace
Laurel Gelln
822 Second St.
David Szynal
721 dough St.

Bad Coverage
The "B-G News' " slogan reads
"Serving a Growing University
since 1920." After reading the
May 22 Issue of the "B-G News"
we wonder if this slogan should
not be changed to "Serving the
Interests of the <B-G News' Staff
Since 1968."
The coverage of the President's
Review was clearly an example of
non-objective and irresponsible
reporting.
Although the demonstrations and
Incidents which arose from them
were newsworthy and did merit
newspaper space, the extreme coverage given the demonstration was
clearly unnecessary. As a result,
a distorted view of the event was
projected.
Little was said about the President's Review Itself. It Is surprising the "News" even devoted
what little space it did to the
ROTC awards. All photographs
concerned the demonstrations and
not one showed the review of the
ROTC forces by President Jerome.
Journallms ethics and law were
bypassed In an attempt to sensationalize this event. "B-G News"
staff members would be very wise
to study the libel laws.
There Is clearly a need for
mature, responsible, and objective editing and reporting by the
"B-G News".
Barbara Patrick
Pam Parker
lOt Ashley

Prof's Courage
This letter Is written In appreciation for the courage and sincerity displayed by Dr. William
O. Relchert and the score of student demonstrators who actively
exercised their ConstitutionallyInsured freedom.) of speech and
assembly at the President's Review, Tuesday, May 21st.
Regardless of one's personal
views upon the Vietnam conflict
and Its pertinence to the University's ROTC program, it became
Immediately evident during the
Review that there are those on
this campus who believe It necessary to stifle democracy at home
In order to Insure Its acceptance
abroad.
The deplorable acts of callously
trampling on peaceful demonstrators, destroying the private property of those students, and treating a University professor with
utter disregard for his status in
the academic community are deserving of extreme censure by all.
That these acts took place In
the presence of a body of men
and women pledged to uphold and
defend the Constitution of the United States is a hypocrisy without
compare.
Charles R. Johnson
204 Mound Street
Flndlay Ohio

m

you gave of the President's Review. If I wouldn't have known
We would like to voice com- better before hand, after reading
your paper I would have thought
plete disapproval of the way that
the review was nothing more than
Tuesday's ROTC Pres- 8
the ROTC President's Review was
for a bunch of "wildmen" who
ldentlal Review and its ac- '-':
handled in the paper.
enjoy demonstrating to make Jackcompanylng disturbances v
Counting up the number of paraasses out of themselves.
spurred scores of letters to '■':■ graphs that were devoted to the
May I ask the B-G News a questthe editor. In fairness to all |
handling of the "protestors"
Ion? Where are the pictures of
factions involved, and to avoid ■:• we found that there were 56—and
the ROTC bands, the army and
carrying out arguments over ft only 8 telling of the achievements
air force cadets In formation, and
an extended period of time, the :■: of the men who received military
the pictures of the cadets reNews is donating this page §
awards. The pictures were slightceiving their awards? Perhaps evly more slanted because all 12
to letters dealing with the :■':
erybody forgot to realize the fact
'Review' topic.
of them were devoted to the prothat this was a special day in which
testers; thus, the News failed to
the young men, who will someprint a single picture containing
day be fighting for the freedom of
either cadets, President Jerome
the United States of America, reand his party, or even the naceive honors for their outstanding
tional award winning Angel Flight.
work in Bowling Green's ROTC
They were the purpose of the
program.
review, were they not?
But I'll give the B-G News credRichard C. Werner
it for one thing— due to the
Why should a handful of students
Joe Wetll
superb coverage, you can bet your
and one professor be so feared
214 Darrow Hall
life there will be an even bigger
by others on this campus? I
and better demonstration next
feel the answer Is that these few
year. Afterall, who can resist that
threaten the safe middle class way
kind of press coverage?
of life these people are used to I
was
exceptionally
pleased
to
Mike Thompson
Just accepting the status quo; nev324 Rodgers
er questioning or thinking. If what see the excellent news coverage
these few protestors stood for
was foolish; If they didn't make
others feel so uneasy In their
minds and hearts, wouldn't they
Just be Ignored as meaningless?

Editor's

Wrong Slant

Note

Why The Fear?

News Slapped

SALE

If it's "beyond decency" to sit
down during the playing of the
Star Spangled Banner, I think It
goes further beyond decency to
condone, by snowing support for
the military, killing and hatred
and bigotry in America, Viet Nam,
or anywhere and it goes beyond decency to attack those who oppose
it. It's everyone's right to disagree. Even an "S.O.B." has,
in the United States, a chance to
show how he feels In some nonviolent manner; I would think that
sitting down for the Star Spangled
Banner Is a more human, American way of expressing one's opinion than by assaulting people.
It Is time tone Americans stopped
'worshipping' the flag and started
'worshipping' humanity both here
and all over the world.
I am a Canadian and many will
say I have no right to speak
out as I am 'only an alien'.
I say I have every right for I
am a human being first and a
Canadian second. Amatter such
as this transcends nationalism,
be It American, Canadian, or any
other; It is a question of human
rights and dignity and love for humanity as a whole.

COME AT A GALLOP
to this

Sheila Andrews
254 S. Church St.

Stermtroopers
We are convinced that the date
May 21, will go down In Bowling
Green's cultural history right
along side March 31, 1967. That
date was when George Lincoln
Rockwell spoke at Memorial Hall.
When muscular young'«All-Am«rlcans" took their posts in front
of the reviewing stand Tuesday In
the classic "black shirt" stance
with arms folded, we were reminded of the henchmen of the
late Mr. Rockwell. In our opinion, the most unpatriotic act of the
day took place when these selfappointed American
stormtroopers found fit to curse at,
swear at and strike people while
our National Anthem was being
played. You fellows know who you
are. Our question to you Is this:
if you feel so strongly about the
"fight for freedom in Southeast
Asia," and you crave physical
contact and violence so strongly,
what are you doing here? You
should be In Vietnam killing
"gooks," not here In Bowling
Green mauling 100 pound women.
Thomas Blaha
139 S. College
354-5783
Terry Kline
215 Manvllle
Wlllard Fox III
139 S. College

I

WELL-BRED CLOTHES

Qhwmi4 /vt a//
20-50%
Throughout The Store
ALL SALES FINAL
HOURS
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Cadets Ready

Camp Training Held
By DOUG PIMLEY
Issue Editor
"Okay, men, listen up. AboJt
200 yards west of us Is a downed
enemy airplane with one American
soldier guarding It In about an
hour an Intelligence group will
come by here to look the plane
over. Our mission Is to guard
that plane against any enemy action until Intelligence has checked

It

"Thompson, you'll be Alfa team
leader with Polansky In your team.
MacDonald will be Bravo team
lealer, and Schroeder will be your
team.
"We'll march to the objective
In squad file with fire teams abreast. Til be In the middle between the two squads.
"Chain of command passes from
me to Alfa team leader and then
to Bravo team leader.
"Any questions?
"Okay, let's move out."
The above could have taken place
In Vietnam. But It didn't. Insteady It was part of a training
maiuever In Potter's Woods, near
Liberty, In which approximately
45 Army ROTC junior cadets participated Saturday as preparation
for the six-week advanced summer
camp training at Indlantown Gap
Military Reservation, Annvllle,
Pennsylvania.
Each cadet was dressed In fatigues, helmet-liner or fatigue cap,
and combat boots. He also had a
canteen strapped to his pistol belt
and a pancho.
Under the command of it. Col.
John D. Hayes, Infantry, the afternoon was spent solving 10problems, ranging from map reading
and radio procedures to overrunning an enem/ mnchlnegunambush.
The cadets were divided Into
ten groups, each comprised of
four or five students. Each student, then, had an opportunity to
take charge of his group as squad
leader for one of the problems.
Most students had two such
chances.
The duties of the squad leader
were to divide his group Into
two fire teams, called Alfa and
Bravo, and to pick subordinate
leaders, called fire team leaders.
These fire team leaders had to
control the man or men assigned
to them in carrying out the Instructions of the squad leader.
In addition, the squad leader

Study Abroad
Set For 950
On May 1st, the Institute of
International Education will officially open Its competition for
1969-70 United States Government
and foreign graduate grants for
academic study or research
abroad, and for professional training In the creative and performing
arts.
Under these programs, more
than 950 American graduate students will have an opportunity to
study In any one of 50 countries.
The purpose of the grants is to
Increase mutual understanding between the people of the U.S. and
other countries through the excharge or persons, knowledge and
skills.
Candidates who wish to apply
for an award must be U.S. citizens
at the time of application, have
a bachelor's degree or Its equivalent before the beginning date
of the grant and, In most cases,
be proficient In the language of
the host country.
Selections will be made on the
basis of academic and/or professional record, the feasibility of
the applicant's proposed study
plan, language preparation and
personal qualifications.
Application forms and Information for the students currently
enrolled In Bowling Green State
University may be obtained from
ttie campus Fulbrlght Adviser, Dr.
Otto F. Bauer. The deadline for
filing applications through the Fulbrlght Adviser on this campus Is
September 30, 1968.

was supposed to Inform Ids group
of the mission at that station,
enemy strength, friendly forces
In the area and the duty of each
man In carrying out the mission.
After each problem was completed, the Judge, who was a senior cadet, critiqued the group
on Its performance, pointing out
mistakes and possible actions for
Improvement.
During the evening, the cadets
were given experience In night
compass operations. Here they
were to walk from one stake to
another stake, anywhere from .100
to 900 meters away. The cadets
were told the distance between
the stakes and the azimuth or

compass direction of the next
stake.
For this exercise the Juniors
were grouped Into three-man
teams. One member of the team
operated the compass to determine
direction of march; one member
was a guide, he would assume a
post about 10 to 12 yards In front
of the remaining two men In the
proper direction so the rest of
the team could walk towards him,
and the third member counted the
paces to determine how many
meters the team had gone.
The exercises lasted from 1
p.m. until 1:30 a.m. when the
cadets reported back to campus
and finished cleaning their rifles.

5 Recitals Slated
Five Individual musical recitals
will be presented by students In
the School of Music tomorrow
through Wednesday In the Recital
Hall.

More About

War
(Continued from Page 1)
to bring In other nations, Including South Vietnam.
There have only been four sessions thus far of the Paris talks.
It took 575 meetings of the two
sides to produce a result in Korea.
More War

A near record
number of American troops were
killed last week, reflecting the
Increased intensity of combat while
peace talks drag on in Paris, U.S.
officers reported Thursday. Plane
losses over North Vietnam also
are mounting.
Battles last week killed 549
U.S. troops, surpassed in the war
only by the 562 Americans lost In
combat the previous weeks, the
American command said. Another
2,282 were wounded, 57 more than
the week before.
In the air war, two more planes
were shot down Wednesday over
North Vietnam, bringing to 10 the
number lost In May. Nine planes
were lost In February, 11 in March
and 16 in April.
The rising air losses were attributed to a combination of a
larger number of missions over
the North and an enemy build-up
of antiaircraft weapons in the
southern panhandle, now that the
heartland of North Vietnam Is off
limits.
The burden of combat In recent weeks had been borne by U.S.
forces in two areas in the far
north along the demilitarized zone
between the Vletnams and as far
as 100 miles to the south near
Da Nang and around Saigon.
Associated Press correspondent
John T. Wheeler reported from
Da Nang, however, that the next
big enemy drive may come In the
central highlands.
Wheeler said Informed sources
reported two regiments of the
North Vietnamese 325th Division
completed a 165-mile march south
from near Khe Sanh In the far
northwest to an area west of Kontum, In the highlands.
In addition, two other regiments
normally operating around Da Nang
disappeared after striking out to
the southwest in the direction of
Kontum.
The North Vietnamese also are
constructing a road south of the
A Shau Valley toward Kontum. This
road was built from Infiltration
routes in Laos to connect with
Route 14.
The North Vietnamese apparently consider this route Important for they recently drove U.S.
and South Vietnamese forces from
Kham Due, a Special Forces camp
that checked on traffic on and
around Route 14.
Kham Due is 50 miles south
west of Da Nang and 30 miles north
of Dak Pek, another Special Forces
camp on the approaches to Kontum.
B52 bombers have been battering
targets around Kontum recently.
(Continued on Page 5)

Cellist Mary Dwell, senior in
the College of Education, will present a recital at 8:15 tonight.
Included In the recital will be
works by Paganlnl-Sllva, Bach and
Schumann.
Two recitals will be presented
Sunday.
The first will be by flutist Karen M. Wise, junior In the College of Education at 3 p.m.
It will include works by Handel,
Piston Caplet and Ibert.
The second program will be presented by a Brass Chamber Music
Recital at 8:15 p.m. It will Include works by Mendelssohn, Marlnl, Shaw, Uber and Readell.
Vocalists Myrtle A. Pappas, Vivian Endlcott and Bernard D. Falor, graduate students In the School
of Music, will present a recital at 8:15 Tuesday evening.
It will Include works by Gagllano, Anonlmo, Mondonvllle, Ram eau, David, Schubert, Mozart, Berlioz, Qullter and Verdi.
Vlollst Virginia L. Blakeman,
and cellist Ross T. Harbaugh,
freshmen in the College of Education will present the last recital at 8:15 pm., Wednesday.
Works to be presented will be by
Beethoven, Wilson, Popper, Bach
and Brahms.

Campus Calendar
CRYPT COFFEE HOUSE
Dr. Howard Hamilton will lead
a discussion on the film "21-87,"
beginning at 10 tonight. The Coffee House will be open from 912 both tonight and tomorrow.
* • •
DARROW HALL
Will sponsor an all - campus

THOUGHTS
Experience proves that the man
who obstruct* a war in which his
nation
is engaged, no matter
whether right or wrong, occupies
no enviable place in Tile or history.
Better lor him individually to advocate war, pestilence and famine
than to act as an obstructionist
to a war already begun.
- U. S. Grant
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Kappa Sigma social fraternlty was the recipient recently of a trophy presented
annually by Tau Kappa EpslIon for the fraternity with the
highest number of men who
have given blood during the
year. In the News yesterday,
another fraternity was lncorrectly named for this dlsUnction.
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Grad Vacancies
The University Graduate School
Division of Special Education and
Rehabilitation has vacancies for
students Interested in the field
of rehabilitation counseling.
This type of career consists of
helping physically, mentally, emotionally, and socially handicapped
persons adjust to their problems.
Persons interested in graduate
study In this area should contact
Dr. Jack H. Hutchlnson, associate
professor of education, extension
3861, or room 416-422 Education
Bldg.

<»

Greased Pig and Chicken Chase
tomorrow at 2 p.m. In the Intramural Field.
* * •
INTERNATIONAL CIRCLE K
Will meet at 7 p.m. Monday on „ |
the 3rd floor of the Union. The
meeting Is open to all students.
* * »
BETA ALPHA PSI
Beta Alpha Psl vs. Q.A.C., softball challenge game and picnic at
3:30 tomorrow at the softball field
north of Life Science Bldg. Dates
and families are welcome.
*"»
* * *
LUTHERAN STUD2N r
ASSOCIATION
There will be a softball game
and picnic Sunday at 4:30 p.m. at
St. Mark's Church.
STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOC. II
Final S.E.A. meeting will be
Monday in the Pink Dogwood Room.
Election of officers for next year
will be held.
* • •
CONKLDJ
Tomorrow night at 8 p.m. the
movie, "Fall-Safe" will be shown
In Conklln's Main Lounge.
^>
* • *
A PHIO
Alpha Phi Omega will sponsor
the annual Prout Memorial Service
at 2 p.m. Sunday. It Is open to
the public.
* • *
SCHOOL RECRUITING
SCHEDULE
»'»i
May 28
Sandusky County Vocational
School, Fremont. (Three vacancies In business education, two In
English.)
* » »
CARNATION ROOM
The final weekend of Carnation Room activities will feature
the movie "The Phantom -if the
Opera" to be shown at 8 p.m.
today and tomorrow in the Carnation Room of the Union. Selected short subjects from horror
movies will also be shown. These
include "Creature from fhe Lagoon" and "The Bride of Frank- ft|
ensteln." Admission will be free.
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time. Apply in person after 4
pm. Paglla's Pizza.

Classifieds
FOR SALE OR RENT
Apt. for rent—Summer session.
University Courts across from
Harshman, air conditioned. Call
Tom, 354-3822.
'■

|

Sum ner School Students
Furnished 2 bedroom apartments
available for groups of 3 and 4
students. Fully air conditioned, 1
block to campus. Call 352-5811
for Information.
Rooms for rent, Male students for
Fall, near campus. 2 man and
single. Call 352-5697.
FOR SALE: Transistor Record
Player. Excellent condition. Good
Tone, Call Sue, ext. 3313-5, Room
443.

"

1966 Honda S-90, good shape, low
mileage, $200. 354-0855 after 5.
1966 Honda for sale. Excellent
condition. $375. Call 354-2423.
1964 Lambretta--150 cc. Windshield, luggage rack, and spare
tire. Call Bob, 317 Harshmnn A
1959 Austin Healey 106, excellent
condition, 1963 components. Must
sell, best offer. Ph. 352-4345
after 5.
•59 Chevy, $125.

Ph. 352-0122.

'65 Corvalr Corsa, 4 speed, 180
h.p. Turbo-charged. Excellent
Condition. Call BGSU ext. 3282
or 352-5440 after 4 p.m.
1966 Mustang Convertible, A-l
condition, dark blue, white tope,
new tires automatic. Will sacrifice at $1595.
Ph. 352-7365.
For Sale: 1962 Rambler American Convertible. Call 352-5863.
Must sell 1968 Firebird, automatic, V-8, Verdaro Green, Black
vinyl top. CaU ufter 5, 353-2811.
1967 Mobile Home, 60x12 with
7x12 extention.
Call after 5,
353-6132.
For Sale—Car luggage rack. Call
352-5459.
'62 Mercury, good shape, new
tires, First $300. 354-3177.
Convertible top and frame, Jack
apparatus, spare tire for '66
Sprite. Bill, 354-0344.
2 yr. old House trailer for sale-10'x50' New Moon.
352-4422.
$23.95 Cycle Helmet / Bubble
Shield for $14. Ext. 3406, Comp" ton 234.
Rooms for Men students for summer. Ph. 354-0681.
Sublet, summer, girls or grads,
2 man apt. E. Court, $360/summer, Len 317 K-C.

munlty. Exceptionally large 1, 2 &
3 bedroom suites, 1 1/2 & 2baths,
fully carpeted, fully air conditioned, garages, swimming pool, cable
TV. Rentals from $132 Includes
all utilities except electric. Open
dally; Resident Manager on duty
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. 352-5766.
Bates & Springer, Inc., Mgrs.
LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Girls Gold chain bracelet,
Sentimental value, Reward. Call
655-2862.
LOST: Woman's yellow gold watch
with chain-type band between U.
Hall and the Union about 12:00
Weds. Please call 352-3903.
_
Lost: A Phi O pin, Initials D.W.O.
on back. Reward. Contact Denny,
Rm. 443, ext. 2274.
—-———————~—
Lost Saturday, top of blue bathing
suit CaU 2480.
—-——————-———————
Lost: 1 pair glasses, black cracked
rims. Call Ron, 3381, Rm. 118.
Reward.
____
,-_-,.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
Dear Gamma Phi Actives,
POOF!
Gamma Phi Luv, Your PledglL

natlons—$1.00.
2 roommates needed for summer
at Greenvlew, preferably female.
$30/mo.
Call Fred or Frank.
352-4363.
Congratulations Seniors. The
Shack In order to show its appreciation Is allowing only students 21
years to enter. Don Moore and the
Something More will play for your
enjoyment this weekend. There
will also be entertainment nightly.
For summer sessions we need bartenders and waiters. Apply after
6 p.m. any day except Tuesday at
the Canterbury Inn.
Wanted—1 or 2 girls to share
apartment for both sessions of
summer school. Call ext. 2496.
Gamma Phi's get psyched for the
party Saturday nlte.
Wanted: High school dropout with
Sue — Thanks for the "S" of
yellow roses. Your the greatest
"Little" on earthl Your Big, "The
Turtle."
Happy 20th Birthday "Big".
Your Alpha Gam Little, Shirley
Party - All friends & acquaintances invited. Stagor Drag. B.Y.O.
4:00 to "shacktime" Saturday,
Cus & J.D.
—
Phi Psi's Present the PRIMARY
COLORS BG's answer to Wilmer
4 the Dukes.

Seniors: This is fair warning to
be prepared when light is shed upon your dark, dark pasts, this
Sunday. Tee Heel
Love, the Teapots.
__
______
_
_
Phi Psi's Display their own PRIMARY COLORS at the Armory
Beer Bash tonight at 8:00 p.m.

Princess - Do I have to go this
far to ask for a date?
King

Man wanted to share apt. with 2
grad. students this summer. Prlvate bedroom.
Call 352-5806.

Congrats Les - What will you
sleep through next? The C.W.
Tickler.

Wanted: female roommate for next
year at Greenvlew. Contact Jan
at 3126 or 3182.
—
College men—full time and part
time work. Athletically and polltlcally inclined. 2-10 shift. Salary $3-3.95Ar. Call Merit, 2440841, Toledo.
_
Summer employment, CaU Davis
Cab, 353-0481.
—_—-—_—_
_
_
Teapots congratulate Marty and
Terry—Sig Ep Larallermates.
————_____——
——
Rolo Fadlman please come home.
Little Lulu and Tubby.
_
—
Bartender, full or part time. Good
salary plus Ups. Apply In person.
PetU's Alpine Village.
———_
—
Car Wash—Sponsored by Youth for
Nixon— Saturday, May 25, from 9
a.m.-3 p.m. Center Service Statlon, corner Wooster and Prospect.
AU you republicans—get
out and bring us your cars. Do-

To the Brothers of Phi Kappa
Psl: We would like to thank you
for such "a beautiful morning."
we love you.
Your Sweethearts.
—_
Pledges:
If you wish real hard
And pray each nlte,
We're sure our genie
Will make things alright
So study those lessons
And study them good
And you'll make grades
The way a Sister should.
Yes, study your lessons
And study them long
And you'll go active
Providing you find the Grape Song!
Love, the Teapots.
—
Why pay 75? Just to get "upstairs"
and then get no brew? Show up
at the Phi Psl Beer Bash Tonight. PRIMARY COLORS WUl
play. Girls get reduced admission
charge. Tonight at the Armory.

Wanted: High school dropout with
open mind for $35,000 presidential
position. Contact BGSU
Need a ride West? Going to SeatUe Wash, vicinity June 8,9,
or 10. Call Stan, ext. 2549 or3046.
CongratulaUons Carol, AGD outstanding AcUve - Uncle George
and Auntie Mabel.
Spencer T. Calcamugglo - "We
were only following our orders,
Too." Sighed - Elchman, Goerrlng,
Goebbels, and Hess.
Phi Delta Theta - Do you burn
Books too?
Your last chancel BG's own Pipers AUey - final week (Frl and
Sat) at Nlko's Speakeasy, 5365
W. Monroe Ave., Toledo, (Just
past the Franklin Park Dr. In)
Only $1 admission with your student ID.
Boozer, Congrats on your A.U.
Lav. Love, Mad & Cath.
Scottle and L.J. Tonlte's thenlght.
L. Nye and B. Mun
From plnmates to rlngmates. Congrats Linda and Lenzo.
BandC.
Andy, The song is love. We wiU
make music this summer. Tom
Last chance before finals. Why
not Ue one on at the Armory tonight.
Long stem -ed Yuletlde roses,
$6 a dozen. Myles Flowers. Ph.
352-2002 or 353-2802.
Ode to...Cherle Lohse? WUl you
be surprised Sunday when you see
your L.L. is 11'1 ole excuse-maker
me.
(P.S. that's a hint)
Berta: Cum blbes fls lassa. K.B.
Wanted: 2 men for Varsity Sq.
apartment this summer. 352-0127.

More About

War
(Continued from Page 4)
In the past Strat of or tress raids
have presaged major offensives,
as they did at Khe Sanh and the
A Shau Valley farther south.
Wheeler also reported evidence
that the North Vietnemese were
moving back In force into A Shau
Valley a week after an allied sweep
of the valley ended. This might
be bad news for Hue, the old
Imperial capital 30 mUes northeast of the valley.
Ambassador Robert W. Komer,
in charge of the U.S. pacification
effort in Vietnam, told the Associated Press on March 28 that
out of some 8.500 hamlets with
some degree of government presence, only about 200 had reverted
to Viet Cong control.
But he said many more had gone
from relatively secure to contested, and acknowledged that "We
unquestionably suffered a real setback."
A Komer report which became
public May 13 referred to the
"painfully slow but apparenUy
steady recovery of the pacification momentum" since March.
Secretary of Defense Clark M.
Clifford said April 22 that the
results of a comprehensive review of American policies and program in Vietnam which he undertook partly during March "were
clear and the results were encouraging."
"They disclosed that Hanoi could
not bend South Vietnam to its
wUl by military force," Clifford
said.
Foreign Relations Committee
Chairman J.W. Fulbrlght, D-Ark.,
and several of hlscomn.'ttee members have long criticized U.S.
policies in Vietnam and caUed for
de-escalaUon or an end to the war.
A private Senate Foreign Relations Committee document says
fewer ham'.ets In South Vietnam
were secure from the Viet Cong
in March than at any time in the
past two years.

HONDA FOR SALE
1966 305 Hoido "Hawk"
3300 miles; good condition;
best offer Coll 352-5300 after 5 p.m.

Male and female, full and part

ATTENTION:

' 2 bedroom furnished apt. to sublet
for first session.
Across the
street from campus. Ph. 352-0190.
Approved rooms, June and Sept.
Men. Call 354-3494.
Rooms for male students.
''campus. Ph. 352-7365.

Near

UNIVERSITY COURTS
1451 Clough
1 Block South of Harshman
Apartments available for summer
school. 2 bedroom apartments,
furnished and unfurnished, avail1
,~able for June and Sept. For information, call 352-5811.
** Reduced Rates** one bedroom
apartment for summer at Varsity Square, Call 354-0342.
Sumoier apt. to share: 1 or 2
nun, 338 Palmer, Apt. 34, 352'*5724, Day or Nlte.
Approved Rooms—June & Sept.
Men. Ph. 353-8241 after 3 p.m.

Due to increased enrollment and the Quarter system,
we will no longer be able to make a full mailing of
our book reservation cards for fall books. A mailing
will be made to you if you were a freshman this year.
All others may pick up a fall book reservation card
at a special counter in the store. You may fill them
out at this time and leave them with us or you may
take them with you and mail them in later. No postage
is necessary for their return.
Increase your chances of getting good used books
for your fall classes. Pre-order them at the Student
Book Exchange. There is no payment until you pick
them up and you are under no obligation. They carry
the same guarantee as books picked up when classes
start.

Keepsake

DON'T BE LEFT OUT - PICK UP A CARD NOW AT

DIAMOND

ATTENTION FACULTY AND
MARRIED STUDENTS
STADIUM VIEW APARTMENTS
' ,Campbell Hill Road, opposite B.G
Stadium, Bowling Green's finest
new adult/family apartment com-

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
530 E. WOOSTER ST.

RINGS

DerS IEWTJJRY
125 N. Main St.

Ph. 353-6691
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Falcon 9' Closes
Season At WMU
By MTKE CORE
Assistant .Sfcorts Editor
The Bowling Green Falcons will
close out a mediocre season this
weekend as they travel to Kalamazoo, Mich.
The Falcons will attempt to finish with a slightly over .500 season. They bring a 12-12-1 mark
Into the two game series with Western Michigan. MAC-wise they
hold a 3-4 mark. However, the
Falcons can play the role of spoiler by knocking off the Broncos
In at least one game and pushing
them out of the MAC race. Western Is right behind league leading Ohio.
Hopefully the Falcons will have
the weather on their side this
time. So far this season three
MAC contests have been rained out
and this washed out any BG hopes
of league championships early In
the season. Mathematically Bowling Green could finish in a second place tie with Western by winning both games.
Western moves Into the weekend
set with a 15-9-1 record and a
5-2 MAC record. Their latest
MAC win was a double triumph
over Marshall to move back Into
second place in the league standings.
Western has plenty of offensive
punch, carrying a team batting
average of .283 into the games.
Seven starters are batting over
.330. However the Falcons bring
six starters into the games with
.300 plus batting averages. The

big differences He in the pitching
department.
Bowling Green's best hurler,
Bill Becker, owns a 4-4 record
with a not so robust earned run
average of 5.04. Second starter
John Frobose Is 5.57 on the ERA
department. Huwer, is 5.40 so
the Falcons can point their problems to the pitching deaprtrrwnt.
On the other hand Western sports
a team earned run average of
2.41 with their top two starters
both under 2 runs per game and a
third starter with a 3.33 ERA.
Leading the way for the Falcon
hitters are Dan Godby with a
.375 average, and Roger Doty at
.345. Bill Becker has been hitting better than he has been pitching, his average is .327, Russ
Hagerty is batting .312, while Jim
Barry and Greg Miller are hitting
.324 and .318 respectively.
Tom Creekmore Is the long ball
leader with three homeruns. Dan
Godby leads in hits with 33, runs
with 21, an I doubles with seven.
Perhaps the story to this year's
mediocre showing is the slow start
that the Falcons got in the beginning. They didn't take their usual
southern trip this spring break and
were faced with bad weather. Western and some other MAC team:*,
however, did go to Florida where
they had the warm sun and weather to loosen up In.
But the Falcons can close out
in style by taking two from the
Broncos and finishing in a three
way tie for second place if they
do.

Intramural Track Finals
TheSAE's rolled up 32 points to
take the fraternity title, while Kohl
scored 36 points to win the resident hall trophy. Record performances were turned In by Bill
Roeder of ATO, with 46-1 3 1/4
In the shotput, and by Jim J.lndler of SAE with a fine time of
52.5 in the 440.
RESIDENCE HALL STANDINGS
Team
Points
1. Kohl
36
2. Anderson
30.5
3. Darrow
19
4. Compton
18
5. Rodgers
13.5
INDEPENDENT
SHOT PUT
1. Standrlng - Krelscher D 38' 1 1/4"
2. Martin - Harshm.in A
LONG JUMP
1. Marshall - Kohl - 19' 4 3/4"
2. Wooster - Krelscher D

FRATERNITY
SHOT PUT
1. Roeder - Alpha Tau Omega
46'1 3/4" (Record)
2. Meckes - PI Kappa Alpha
LONG JUMP
L Briggs - Beta Theta Pi 19' 11 1/2"
2. Stroup - Phi Kappa Tau
HIGH JUMP
L. Davidson - Alpha Phi Alpha
6' 1/4
2. Roth - Theta Chi
MILE
1. Turvey - Sigma Alpha Epsilon
5:05.5
2. Hlrsch - Phi Kappa Tau
100
1. Davidson - Alpha Phi Alpha
10.2
2. Miller - Sigma Alpha Epsllon
FATMANS RELAY
1. Phi Delta Theta - 1:45.1
(record)
2. Delta Epsilon - 2:02

HIGH JUMP
1. Welkert - Unat. - 5'10"
2. Wooster - Krelscher D

MILE
L. Erwin - Krelscher C - 5:06.9 440
2. Issenmann - Unat.
1. Lindler - Sigma Alpha Epsllon
53.5
100
2. Nyltray - Phi Delta Theta
L. Demlng - Kohl - 10.6
2. Shatznski - Rodgers
NOTE: Lindler - 52.5 preiims
(record)
440
1. Knders - Kohl - 56.8
2. Simon - Harshman A
220
1. Hanna - Alpha Tau Omega 220
23.7
Swelgert
Harshman
A
24.7
1.
2. Schneider - Sigma Alpha
2. Parr - Kohl
Epsllon
880

1.

2.

Sheffer - Harshman A -2:10.2
Moore - Unat.

FRATERNITY STANDINGS
Sigma Alpha Epsllon
Alpha Phi Alpha
Phi Delta Theta
Beta Theta Pi
Alpha Tau Omega
Phi Kappa Tau
PI Kappa Alpha
Kappa Sigmr.
Theta Chi
Sigma Chi
Sigma Nu
Phi Kappa Pal

1.
2.

880 RELAY
1. Kohl - 1:43
2. Rodgers
L.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

880

McCarthy - Kappa Sigma
2:12.4
Virost - Pi Kappa Alpha

BG Stickers To Battle OWU,
Seek 8th Victory Of Season
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
Ripe for an upset?
The high flying Ohio State Buckeyes were last week when the Falcons clipped them 7-6.
Will the high flying Falcons be
In a similar position when they
travel to Ohio Wesleyan tomorrow,
to face a team that hold only a
4-5 record on the season.
"It's disconcerting, they have
the personnel and yet they should
be doing nvich better," said head
coach Mlchey Cochrane.
The Wesleyan stickers finished
with one of the better records
In the Midwest last season, and
were expected to offer stiff competition this season. "Our question
now is whether we'll respect this
club," said Cochrane. "Theycould
have a good day against us."

Washington's Howard, Tops Circuit
With Early Season Homer Rampage
WASHINGTON (AP) - Frank
Howard's .348 average is as astonishing as his 17 homers. So is
the way he looks at it.
"This is the only business where
you can be a failure seven times
out of 10 and you're still a big
success. Did you ever look at it
that way?" Howard said.
Failure has become noticeably
less frequent for the Washington
Senators slugger, who not only
leads the majors in homes and
runs batted in but also tops the
American League In batting.
"Right now the ball is Just
finding holes," Howard Said in
an unconvincing argument.
The 272-pound giant's record
smashing rampage of 10 homers
for last week has obscured the
fact he is cracking singles and
doubles, too.
Suddenly hitting 77 points over
his lifetime average, Howard contends that he Is doing nothing
different this year. But he has
moved a couple of inches closer
to the plate to reach low and
outside curves, and his swing Is
smoother.
Detroit catcher Bill Freeham
said, "The big difference is that
he stays with the ball. A year
ago his head would go one way

and his bat the other."
Howard has 22 singles, nine
doubles and a triple to go with
his awesome total of 17 homers,
nearly twice the number of his
closest pursuer In that category
in either league.
He still lists his goal at 35
home runs this year, but a hint
of higher hopes creeps into his
voice when he discusses his average.
"I would like before I'm through
playing to hit .300 one year, Just
one year," Howard admitted. "How
many people will hit .300 this season? It's not easy. No more than
two or three In the league at the
most."

be veterans John Karrasek and
Chris Harley.
The Wesleyan crew has a well
balanced group of scorers on the
mldfleld with Andrew Bllllp and
Carl Heise, leading the charge.
Their defense Is not too strong,
despite the return of All-conference defenslvemanTom
Trumble. Trumble to the surprise of many opponents this season has not been doing the defensive Job expected of him. The
load has fallen on the goalie Jan
Baron who is averaging 16 saves
a game.
The Falcon will carry a fine
11.0 average on offense Into the
game and a good defensive mark of
6.7.
During the Falcons assault on
the record book 15 marks have fallen by the wayside, including the
season scoring mark of 80 goals,
the Falcons have 110 on the season.
Leading the charge were Pete
Farrel with 31 points on the season (20 goals and 11 assists), and
Steve Hart 29 points (25 goals
and 4 assists). Hart broke the
old record of 24 goals held by
Pete FarrelL, when he added one
against State last week. Farrell
snapped his old season point record (20) along with John Dohms.
Dohms with 30 points on the campaign (8 goals and 22 assists)
holds both the single game record (5) and the new season mark
In assists. Attackman Jack Ross »•.'
is the fourth leading scorer with
23 points (17 goals and 6 assists).
The highly productive attack unit
which has accounted for 54 of the
teams 110 goals will provide the
Wesleyan defense with a real test.
Cochrane expects to run basically two mldfleld s in the game as
they did against State, and use a
third as the circumstances necessitate.

Happiness Is:
1,000 Printed Copies only $7.99
100 Printed Copies only $2.99
Printed from any photqraphic original
WHILE YOU WAIT!

QUICK PRINT COPY CENTER
PH. 352-5762

or visit 111 S. MAIN ST.

Intramural Notes
SAE and Kohl Hall took the Intramural track and field titles.
Pictures of the spring sports
championships teams and individuals will be taken Thursday, May
30, at 4:15 p.m. In Memorial Hall.
SAE clinched the 1967-68 AllSports Fraternity Trophy. With
only softball remaining, SAE has
won the 1967-68 All-Sports championships, this stopping the EX's
bid for a third straight title. SAE
has complied 110 points.

Final S.E.A. Meeting
Monday, May 27th
Pink Dogwood in Union
Election of Officers
for the 1968-69 school year.

CLEYELANDERS
While
you're home tor the
summer, you can earn 3, 6 or 9
credits at

Case Western
Reserve University.
SUMMER SESSION
opens June 18 and ends August
9. For information about courses
offered, write: Vice Provost for
Student Services, Case Western
Reserve University, Cleveland,
Ohio 44106.

COMMENCEMENT MEAL RESERVATIONS
32
20
18
17
15
8
8
7
6
4
3
3

Despite the dismal Wesleyan
record they battled Ohio State
and Denlson to close decisions.
These same Wesleyan stickers
flew into Bowling Green last year
and ended a four game Falcons
win streak, handing the Birds their
first loss of the season. The 8-7
loss came in overtime.
This year the Falcons will move
into Wesleyan with the best record ever by a team in the three
year history of lacrosse at Bowling Green and will be seeking
to maintain their lofty second place
position in the Midwest lacrosse
association.
Leading the Wesleyan charge
will be Barry White on the attack
with 15 goals and 10 assists. "Overall their attack is so-so," said
Cochrane, "but White is enough
to make it go."
Joining White on the attack will

Reservations ore now being mode for Commencement Day,
Sunday, June 9, for the Pheasant Room and Carnation Room.
Carnation Room reservations are being taken for 11:45 a.m. and
1:00 p.m., and for 4:30 p.m. and 6:00 p>m. The Pheasant Room
will be open at noon only for reservations at 11:45 a.m. and
1:00 p.m. Reservations can be made by calling

Extension 2226

THRU TUES. MAY 28
Evenings at 7:15 & 9:30
Sat. & Sun. Mat. at 2:30 & 4

Truman Capote's

IN COLD BLOOD

"BEST PICTURE
OF THE YEAR!
Richard Brooks is the
man of the year!"
—Wanda Hale, N.Y. Daily News
Positively no one under 16 admitted unless accompanied by a parent or guardian
Written tot the Screen and Directed by

Richard Brooks
Music by QUINCY JONES
A Columbia Pictures Release
In Panavision*

ft '

,
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Fa/cons To Host 400 Thinclads
L In All Ohio - Federation Match
By GLENN EPPLESTON
Sports Writer
More than 400 athletes will participate In the All Ohio and Federation track meet tomorrow.
"This will be the biggest meet
we have had here as far as number and competition goes," said
Mel Brodt, track coach. It also

ONE LEG -- Stan Allan treks
a lag for the BG 440-yd. relay
team.

will be the last home meet for
the seniors on the Bowling Green
team.
The meet Includes all Ohio universities and colleges, and the federation meet will Include memliers
from various track clubs in the
Ohio and Michigan area.
Competition will begin at 10:30
a.m., with the finals In the javelin
throw and the triple Jump.
Featured In the Javelin throw
will be Gary .Stenlund, of the Hocking Vally Track Club. Stenlund
was the 1967 Amateur Athletic Unlon and Pan-American silver
medalist, and has the fourth best
throw in the nation for 1968 with a
distance of 265 feat.
Aaron Hopkins, of Toledo University, will be featured in the
triple jump.
Hopkins has the
second longest triple jump In the
nation.
In the discus throw will be Ernst
Soudek, of the Ann Arbor Track
Club. Soudek Is a former Austrian Olympian (Tokyo, 1964) and
Austrian National record holder
with a distance of 193 feet U
Inches. Gary Schwartz, of the
Hocking Vally Track Club and Kentucky Relays champion In the discus In 1968, also will participate.
Dave Leltch, freshman from
Ohio University, will throw the
hammer. Leltch was the Canadian National record holder and
Is national freshman record holder
for the hammer throw.
Art Sanders, of Miami, has run
the 120 yard high hurdles In 14.0
seconds. The world record for
that event is 13.2.
The pole vault should be a very
interesting contest between Les
Smith, of Miami, who has cleared
15 feet 6 Inches, and John I.lnta,
of Kent State, who has cleared 15
feet 5 Inches.
Mike Bowers, of the Ann Arbor

Track Club, has the second best
high Jump in the nation at 7 feet
2 1/4 Inches. Ted Downing, of
Miami, has cleared 7 feet 1 1/2
Inches in the high Jump. Two other
high Jumpers are not far behind.
Cornelius Llndsey, of Cincinnati,
has Jumped 6 feet 10 1/2 inches,
an I Alonzo Little John, of the Ann
Arbor Track Club and past MidAmerlcan Conference champion
from Western Michigan University, has cleared 6 feet 10 Inches.
In the 880 yard run, Alex McDonald, of the University of Michigan and the AATC, has run 1:48.3.
McDonald is an United States hopeful for the Mexico Olympics.
Kent State's Orin Rlchburg has
run the 220 yard dash in 20.8
seconds this year. Rlchburg won
the MAC 220 yard dash In 1967
with a wind aided 20.3 seconds.
The world record Is 20.1 seconds.
Featured in the 100 yard dash
will be Jerry Hill, freshman from
Ohio State University. H1U has
run the 100 yard dash In 9.3
seconds. Rlchburg and three other
runners have run 9.5 seconds this
year.
Sam Balr, of Kent State, has
competed all over the world. His
best time so far In outdoor competition has been 4:06.2.
Ed Norrls, of Kent State, won
the MAC three mile on Saturday,
May 18, 1968, with a time of 14:07.
Bryan Westfield, AATC, as run
the 440 yard Intermediate hurdles In 51.8 seconds. The world
record for that event Is 49.8.
Bowling Green's 440 yard relay team consisting of Henry William;!, Stan Allen, Bobby James,
and Bob Home, has run the relay
In 40.8 seconds. The world record for the event is 39.6 seconds.

Free Agent Draft

I

Soccer Meeting

:•:
8
a
:■:•

There will be a meeting of
all persons Interested lnVarsity Soccer Thursday at 4
p.m. In Room 202 of Memorial Hall.

the free agent field. Each Class
Triple A farm club Is permitted
one pick and each Class Double
A farm one pick. Unlimited selections are permitted In Class A.
A year ago, 975 players were
picked, most of them high school
boys who were about to graduate.
Collegians attending a four-year
college can not be drafted before
graduation unless they are 21 or
over.
After the regular phase, involving players never before
drafted, the leagues will participate In the secondary phase.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
•San Francisco
22 17
St. Louis
21 17
21 18
•Atlanta
Philadelphia
18 17
Cincinnati
19 19
Chicago
20 20
Los Angeles
20 21
17 21
Houston
17 21
New York
Pittsburgh
16 20
•late games not included

.564
.553
.538
.514
.500
.500
.488
.44/
.447
.444

League Batting?

PARIS (AP) - The tennis girls
of the United States swept past
erratic Swiss opposition Thursday to reach the quarter-finals
of the Federation Cup, the tournament the Americans are trying
to win for the third straight year.
Nancy Rlchey of San Antonio,
Tex., and Mary Ann Elsel of St.

NEW YORK (AP; - How about
guessing the average major league
batting mark so far this season?
Okay . . . It's .227.
Through Wednesday night's
games, the National League had
an over-all mark of .232, and the
American was at .222. Combined
the hitters have recorded 5,722
hits in 25,183 times at bat for
the aggregate .227 mark.
The Cincinnati Reds pace both
circuits In team batting with a
.255 mark while Boston heads the
American with .236. The lowest
are the New York teams, the
Mets with .209 in the National
and the Yankees with .200 in the
American.

AMERICAN LEAGUE

-

Ji

1
2
2fc

tk

3
4*4
4tt
4V4

Detroit
23
•Cleveland
21
Baltimore
20
Minnesota
20
Boston
19
•California
18
Chicago
16
Oakland
17
New York
16
Washington
16
•late game not included

14
16
17
17
18
20
19
21
22
22

.622
.568
.541
.541
.514
.474
.457
.447
.421
.421

•
2
3
3
4
JM
6
6*4
7*4
7*4

PROBABLE PITCHERS
National League
San Francisco, Marichal 6-2
w at Chicago, Holtzman 3-2
Philadelphia Short 2-4 at St.
Louis , Carlton 4-1N
New York, Ryan 4-3 at Atlanta,
Reed, 5-0 N
Pittsburgh, Blass 1-2 at Cincinnati,
Culver 3-2 N
v
e
Los Angeles, Sutton 2-3 at Houston,
Lemaster 4-4 N

Louis quickly sewed up the American victory In singles matches that
were too onesided to be exciting.
Little Miss Rlchey, a floppy
white sunhat on her head, hit
with grim determination from her
baseline to overcome Anne Marie
Studer 6-1, 6-L
Miss Elsel, hitting accurately
down the sidelines and slipping In
an occasional drop shot, annihilated Marianne Klndler 6-0, 6-1.
Kathy Harter of Seal Beach,
Calif., came In for the doubles
and with Miss Rlchey scored a
6-0, 6-1 triumph over the two
Swiss girls.

U.S. Netters Sweep Swiss

Ma/or League Standings

American League
Detroit, Wilson 4-4 at Oakland,
Hunter 4-3 N
Cleveland, Hargan 4-3 at California,
Brunet 4-3 N
Boston, Culp 1-2 at Minnesota,
Boswell 3-4 N
Washington, Pascual 3-3 and Hannan
0-0 at Baltimore, McNally 3-4 and
Leonhard2-2. 2, twi-night
Chicago, Carlos 2-4 at New York,
Bahnsen 4-1 N

SAVE
Shirts Laundered 28< each
Fast quality service
The most modem equipped
plant in B.C.
21 yrs. same location

LONGS ONE HOUR CLEANERS
228 N. Main

(near Post Office)

Now Thru Ties.
Open Full Time
open 8:15 Cartoons 9:00

WINNER of 2 ACADEMY AWARDS

Little Headlines In Sports
NEW YORK (AP) - The summer
free agent baseball draft will be
held at the Hotel Americana June
6-7, according to Commissioner
William D. Eckert.
Seattle and Kansas City, the
American League's two expansion
clubs for 1969, will participate
but only in the Class A round
- through their lower minor league
affiliates.
Pending a decision on National
League expansion, existing National League teams also will select
In the special expansion round.
Each major league club Is permitted to draft one player from

BAIR AT THE WIRE •- As usual its Kent State University's Sam
Bair first at the wire in the mile run. He is scheduled to be on
hand for this weekend All-Ohio match.

The Biggest Picture of the fear
weekdays at 9:20 Fri. & Sat. at 9:36

They're young... they're in love
... and ihey kill people.
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TECHNICOLOR* FROM WARN** BROS -SEVEN AltTs"

Co-Hit shown at 11:00 Fri. & Sat. at 12:05

Jane Fonda & Robert Redford

TECHNICOLOR' • A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

Summer Employment in Cleveland/ Ohio
^TRAVEL
* SLEEP LATE
•HAVE FUN
•MAKE MONEY
• COMPETE FOR: CASH SCHOLARSHIPS
•ALL EXPENSE PAID EUROPEAN VACATION
• MERCHANDISE PRIZES

$115 PER WEEK

WEEKDAYS BEFORE 2 P.M.

CALL MR. HAYES (216) 861-6141
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Sounds Of Music
Draw Crowd Of 300
At Lawn Concert
Man's best friend accompanied his owners to the outdoor concert.

About 300 persons listened to and enjoyed the music of the University chorus and the University band at an outdoor concert Wednesday evening In the Union Amphitheater. Warren W. Jaworskl,
Instructor In music, directed the chorus selections from "The Sound
of Music" and "The Battle Hymn of the Republic."
Mark S. Kelly, assistant professor of music, directed the band In
"Colossus of Columbia March" and "Morning, Noon and Night."
In addition, six senior men who are all music majors, Philip Blnkley, William Davis, Larry Rosolowskl, Ronald Follas, Gordon Stump
and Fredrick Kasernian acted as guest conductors.
The band selections included Anderson's "Horse and Buggy",
Skelton's "Red's White and Blue March" and Sousa's "Corcoran
Cadets."

Spectators watched as part of the brass section played.

Christopher
Canary, 2Vi year
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Canary, appeared to enjoy
the concert.

Photography by Tim Culek

Mark S. Kelly conducting the band.

Nearly 300 persons filled the area behind the Union Wednesday evening to hear a concert presented by the University band and choir.

